2024 VOYAGES

Komodo, Sulawesi & Borneo
ISLAND TRAILS OF THE EAST INDIES

> In The Wake of the Makassans - 14 Nights - Darwin to Makassar
> Sulawesi Circle - 20 Nights - Makassar to Makassar
> Into The Wilds of Borneo - 14 Nights - Makassar to Singapore

Exploring

THE ISLANDS OF THE EAST INDIES

IMAGES Cover: Tana Beru Phinisi traditional boat builders | Map: by Alex Hotchin
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Join us as we embark on a series of
expedition voyages through the East
Indies. Explore small islands including Alor
in Lesser Sundas and Buton in Sulawesi.
Stir your senses as we delve into the rich
history, ancient cultures and unique wildlife
of the East Indies.
Gain appreciation from traditional seaside
lifestyles and visit Lamalera village, one of
the last subsistence whaling communities
in the world. At the coastal town of Ende,
travel to the multicoloured Kelimutu crater
lakes. Encounter endemic wildlife including
the famed orangutan sanctuary in Borneo
and swim with countless harmless golden
jellyfish at Togean. Be spoilt for choice to
explore pristine marine environments with
Bunaken and Lembeh offering some of the
most vibrant dive and snorkel opportunities
in the world.
With an expert team and warm Australian
hospitality, there is no better bay to
experience these remote places than by
small ship.

Voyage Series
> In The Wake of the Makassans
Darwin to Makassar | 14 Nights | 20 Mar 2024
> Sulawesi Circle
Makassar to Makassar | 20 Nights | 3 Apr 2024
> Into The Wilds of Borneo
Makassar to Singapore | 14 Nights | 23 Apr 2024
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10% Adjoining Cruise Saving
Join us on multiple voyages in the series and you will
enjoy the benefits of our Xplorer’s Club along with a
further 10% adjoining cruise saving.

in the wake of the
makassans
DARWIN TO MAKASSAR | 14 NIGHTS | 20 MARCH 2024
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Expedition Highlights
> SPECIAL EVENT Meet the people of Torajaland, high up
in the mountains of Sulawesi, and encounter their astonishing
cultural traditions and funeral rituals
> Explore 17th century Fort Rotterdam in Makassar, which now
houses museums and cultural wonders
> Walk in the tracks of the endangered Komodo Dragons and
spot this iconic monitor lizard in the wild with local guides
> Meet the beachside boatbuilders of Tana Beru and admire the
skillful construction of Phinisi ships
> Explore the turquoise waters and tiny islands of Takabonarate
Marine Park
> Meet the Abui people of Alor Island and watch the Lego
Lego dance in their traditional village
> On Padar Island, hike to the summit to enjoy breathtaking
panoramic views
> Gaze out over the tri-coloured crater lakes of Kelimutu
National Park

Fares
Twin Share
Sole Use

Bridge Deck
Balcony Suite

Explorer
Deck

Promenade
Deck

Coral
Deck

30,380

22,620

16,980

14,120

n/a

33,930

25,470

21,180

Charter Flight - We offer an optional post cruise charter flight from Makassar to
Darwin, with fares to be confirmed (approximately $850pp).

VIEW AVAILABILITY & BOOK ONLINE >
Xplorer Club Benefits & Adjoining Cruise Savings Apply
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Prices are per person, listed in Australian Dollars (AUD).
Limited sole use occupancy available.

ITINERARY: 14 NIGHTS > DARWIN TO MAKASSAR
DEPART DARWIN
Board Coral Geographer at 8:30am for a 10:30am departure.
In the evening, meet your fellow explorers and crew for the
Captain’s Welcome Drinks.
This is an indicative itinerary covering remote areas. Your
Expedition Team will make changes to the daily schedule as
necessary to maximise guest experience.
AT SEA
Enjoy a peaceful day at sea as we make our way towards Tablolong
Bay, where our first adventure of this journey awaits. Partake in
onboard activities including workshops and lecturers from our
special guests and Expedition Team.
TABLOLONG BAY, KUPANG
Listen to the bright, harp like sounds produced by the traditional
Sasando instrument with a beachside performance. Later, there
is an opportunity to swim or snorkel.
ALOR ISLAND
Small, rugged Alor Island is home to around 140,000 people
speaking 50 different languages. Visit the open-air Kadelang
Market, the Museum of 1000 Moko and a traditional village,
where you will be warmly welcomed. Witness the ceremonial
Lego Lego dance in which ladies dressed in handwoven textiles
and bronze bangles form a tightly-knit circle and dance
rhythmically to gongs and Moko drums.

S

SOGORI
The small island of Sogori is home to the Bajau and Bugis
people. The surrounding white sandy beaches as well as several
shipwrecks make it appealing for beach walking, swimming,
snorkelling or scuba diving.
TORAJALAND
An overland journey takes us into the highlands of Sulawesi to
the remarkable Tana Toraja, where you will witness stunning
limestone mountains and the ancient culture and traditions of
the Torajan people. Visit the Tongkonan houses at Marante, the
stone graves with Tau-tau effigies at Lemo and the hanging
burial sites of Bori Parinding. See the Torajan marke and explore
Kete Kesu, a 400-year-old village high in the mountains. Stay
overnight and enjoy local music and dancing.
TANA BERU
Traditionally, wooden Phinisi ships have been crafted by the
Bugis boat-builders on the beach at Tana Beru since the 14th
century. The ancient technique, which uses no nails, has been
handed down through generations. Hear the seafaring tales of
the boat builders and climb into a Phinisi ship to admire its size
and the craftsmanship of the boat-builders.
ARRIVE MAKASSAR
Arrive in Makassar at 7:00am. Farewell your Master, crew and
fellow guests with disembarkation at 8:30am. An optional
charter flight to Darwin is available.

LAMALERA VILLAGE
Lamalera is one of the last traditional whaling villages, where
an ancient hunting tradition continues to provide for the
subsistence lifestyle of this rarely-visited village. The villagers will
welcome you and share their way of life, which follows ancient
beliefs and uses traditional tools and methods. Observe hunting
and Ikat weaving demonstrations, with opportunities to purchase
the exquisite hand-woven cloth directly from the weavers.

CHRIS COOK > GUEST LECTURER
Chris has been working as a Naturalist,
Marine Biologist and Wildlife
Photographer for 15 years, joining
expeditions as a Guest Lecturer for 5
years. Throughout his adventures, he
has circumnavigated Australia and New
Zealand several times and ventured to
places including Easter Island, Borneo
and Raja Ampat. Chris is passionate
about connecting people to the natural
world and will share stories and images
throughout the voyage.

KELIMUTU CRATER LAKES
From the coastal town of Ende, travel a beautiful road up to
Kelimutu. On the way, stop at a orphanage, where you will meet
the nuns and orphans and share refreshments. Arrive at the
spectacular tricoloured Crater Lakes, where we may throw
stones into the lakes for good luck. Later, enjoy lunch at Kelimutu
Eco Lodge accompanied by the traditional music of Flores.
PADAR ISLAND
An early morning energetic climb to the peak of Padar Island
offers a chance to stretch your legs and be rewarded with a
mesmerizing panoramic view over the island’s rugged peaks,
beaches and vast blue sea. Alternatively, explore the island up
close by Xplorer cruise.
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KOMODO ISLAND & PINK BEACH
Take an early morning walk with local rangers to spot the
Komodo Dragon and visit a local village. You will learn of the
legends of the Komodo Dragons and why villagers treat them
with kindness. Later, enjoy a stroll along the dusky pink sands of
Pink Beach and swim or snorkel in the clear water.
TAKABONARATE MARINE PARK
Be welcomed at Tinabo Island with a dance performance
before a guided tour through the village. Enjoy music and craft
demonstrations and insights into the local cottage industries
of coconut oil, fishing nets and boat building. At Tinabo Besar,
visitors are encouraged to help with conservation programs of
tree planting or coral transplanting under the guidance of National
Park staff, before snorkelling in the pristine waters.

IMAGES 1 Tongkonan houses in Torajaland | 2 The Komodo Dragon | 3 Remote
island life | 4 The view from the summit of Padar Island
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Sulawesi Circle
MAKASSAR TO MAKASSAR | 20 NIGHTS | 3 APRIL 2024
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Expedition Highlights
> Begin and conclude your journey in historic Makassar, once
the centre of the Dutch Indies head quarters
> Meet the beachside boatbuilders of Tana Beru and admire the
skillful construction of Phinisi ships
> With some luck, enjoy the opportunity to swim with gentle and
majestic whale sharks at Gorontalo
> Cruise up river to inland Samarinda and participate in the
traditional dance of the Dayak Kenyah tribe in Pampang
> On the island of Borneo, encounter endangered orangutans
and sun bears in natural conservation sanctuaries
> Discover the extraordinary underwater worlds of renowned
diving locations in Bunaken, Wakatobi, Lembeh and Banggai
> Visit the stilt villages of the Bajau tribe who live off the sea
and learn of their unique traditional lifestyle
> Swim with thousands of harmless golden jellyfish at remote
Togean

Fares
Bridge Deck
Balcony Suite

Twin Share
Sole Use

Explorer
Deck

Promenade
Deck

Coral
Deck

43,320

32,380

24,180

20,180

n/a

48,570

36,270

30,270

Charter Flights - We offer optional pre &/or post cruise charter flight/s between
Makassar & Darwin, with fares to be confirmed (approximately $850pp each way).

VIEW AVAILABILITY & BOOK ONLINE >
Xplorer Club Benefits & Adjoining Cruise Savings Apply
Prices are per person, listed in Australian Dollars (AUD).
Limited sole use occupancy available.
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ITINERARY: 20 NIGHTS > MAKASSAR TO MAKASSAR
DEPART MAKASSAR
From your optional charter flight from Darwin, board Coral
Geographer at Makassar Port at 5:00pm where there is time
to settle into your cabin before our 6:00pm departure. In the
evening, meet your crew and fellow guests at the Captain’s
Welcome Drinks.
This is an indicative itinerary covering remote areas. Your
Expedition Team will make changes to the daily schedule as
necessary to maximise guest experience.
BALABALAGAN ISLANDS
We arrive at the tranquil Balabalagan Islands and enjoy a
leisurely day of swimming, snorkelling, diving and relaxation on
the palm fringed sands of this picturesque destination.

S

TOGEAN
Arrive at the beautiful Togean Islands, home to the Bajau people
who live in stilt houses built above the turquoise sea. The
welcoming tribe will share their unique lifestyle with us. Swim
or kayak in the pristine waters and swim with thousands of tiny
harmless Amaranth jellyfish in Mariona Lake - an unforgettable
and ethereal encounter.
BANGGAI ISLAND
The famous and endangered Banggai cardinalfish is a striking
species not much bigger than a matchbox and recognisable
by its vertical black stripes. They are endemic to the Banggai
Archipelago and we hope to spot these elegant fish while
snorkelling and diving around the islands.

BALIKPAPAN
Journey to the Samboja Lestari Rainforest and the Sun Bear
sanctuary to encounter the endangered species. The Borneo
Orangutan Survival Foundation rehabilitates orangutans before
releasing them into the wilds of the surrounding rainforest. We
will visit the conservation centre to see these iconic primates.

LABENGKI ISLAND
Often compared to Raja Ampat for its geographical similarities,
Labengki Island is surrounded by picturesque islets, covered in
forest and colourful orchids. White-sand beaches shaded by palm
trees are our base to enjoy water activities such as snorkelling
over giant clams, kayaking around the lagoon and visiting the
local village.

SAMARINDA & PAMPANG
Explore Samarinda with a visit to the Grand Mosque and stroll
through the Cita Miaga street market. From Samarinda we will
make our way to Pampang to be welcomed by the traditional
dance of the Dayak Kenyah tribe and visit the ancestral Lamin
Longhouses. Enjoy a guided walk to gain a deeper understanding
of the life and history of the Dayak people.

WAKATOBI NATIONAL PARK
In the heart of the coral triangle, Wakatobi is part of the World
Network of Biosphere Reserves with extraordinary numbers of
coral species, fish, whales, dolphin and turtle populations and
some of the largest reef systems in the East Indies. Enjoy water
activities and a cultural visit to Liya Village.

TOLI TOLI
Explore famed Toli Toli, known as the ‘city of cloves’. Ride
through the fisherman’s village in becaks to the Rumah Adat
to enjoy the Maragai and Mamanuk Tau Panau dances. A walk
through the village passes the tombs of Toli Toli kings and the
historic mosque.
SARONDE ISLANDS
In true expedition style, we will let the winds and the tides guide
us to explore the picturesque island chain of the Saronde region
with options for snorkelling and beachside adventures.
BUNAKEN
Bunaken Marine Park is world renowned for its incredible
diversity of marine life and is a must-see underwater destination
for snorkellers and divers. The remarkable water clarity and
precipitous walls of coral create an otherworldly diving or
snorkelling experience.
LEMBEH
Lembeh Strait is another spectacular underwater world, where
you may spend a whole day exploring in search of the fascinating
marine life that dwell in this marine sanctuary. There is also an
opportunity to visit Kangkoko National Park for a forest walk to
spot endemic wildlife.

BAU BAU, BUTON
Be welcomed to the historical centre of the Buton Kingdom by
a traditional dance performance, before being whisked away in
local petepete transport to tour the island. Visit a traditional
market, a fisherman’s village, the Buton Fortress, Kraton (palace)
and Wolio Cultural Centre.
TANA BERU
Traditionally, wooden Phinisi ships have been crafted by the
Bugis boat-builders on the beach at Tana Beru since the 14th
century. The ancient technique, which uses no nails, has been
handed down through generations. Hear the seafaring tales of
the boat builders and climb into a Phinisi ship to admire its size
and the craftsmanship of the boat-builders.
ARRIVE MAKASSAR
Coral Geographer arrives in Makassar at 7:00am. Farewell
your Master, crew and fellow explorers with disembarkation at
8:00am. An optional charter flight to Darwin will be available.
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GORONTALO
At the remote city of Gorontalo, enjoy local cultural
performances and a guided forest walk, before spending the
afternoon swimming and kayaking in the sheltered waters of the
harbour. If nature permits, there may be an opportunity to swim
with the gentle whale sharks.
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IMAGES 1 A Bajau village built over the water | 2 Sun bear, Kalimantan | 3 Traditional
phinisi under construction, Tana Beru | 4 Mariona Lake, Amaranth Jellyfish
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into the wilds of borneo
MAKASSAR TO SINGAPORE | 14 NIGHTS | 23 APRIL 2024
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Expedition Highlights
> Enjoy a behind the scenes experience at Camp Leakey
and learn from experts about the efforts to protect the
orangutans
> Step inside the traditional longhouses of the Dayak people in
Sarawak and learn about their way of life
> Explore the remarkable floating markets of Banjarmasin, ‘the
city of a thousand rivers’
> Snorkel in the turquoise waters of the Anambas Islands,
known for vibrant marine life
> Explore the jungle on nature walks through Bako National
Park, with the opportunity to spot native wildlife including
hornbills and proboscis monkeys
> Aboard a traditional klotok, cruise the black waters of the
Nipah waterway through the jungle of Tanjung Puting
> Relax on pristine palm-fringed tropical beaches at Karimata
Islands

Fares
Twin Share
Sole Use

Bridge Deck
Balcony Suite

Explorer
Deck

Promenade
Deck

Coral
Deck

30,380

22,620

16,980

14,120

n/a

33,930

25,470

21,180

Charter Flight - We offer an optional post cruise charter flight from Makassar to
Darwin, with fares to be confirmed (approximately $850pp).

VIEW AVAILABILITY & BOOK ONLINE >

Xplorer Club Benefits & Adjoining Cruise Savings Apply
Prices are per person, listed in Australian Dollars (AUD).
Limited sole use occupancy available.
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ITINERARY: 14 NIGHTS > MAKASSAR TO SINGAPORE
DEPART MAKASSAR
From your optional charter flight from Darwin, board Coral
Geographer in Makassar at 5:00pm for a 6:00pm departure.
Settle into your stateroom and get to know your fellow guests
and crew at the Captain’s Welcome Drinks.
This is an indicative itinerary covering remote areas. Your
Expedition Team will make changes to the daily schedule as
necessary to maximise guest experience.
SABARU ISLAND
Sabaru island is considered a Bornean island in the Strait of
Sulawesi. Here enjoy a relaxing day of snorkelling and beach walks,
perfect to take in the natural beauty of this part of the world.
BANJARMASIN
Arrive in Banjarmasin, ‘the city of a thousand rivers’. Early the
next morning, get close to the action at the famed Lok Baintan
Floating Market. Join in as the locals meet at the river and
transactions with the shop merchants are made from small boats
selling fresh produce, small snacks and more.

S

ANAMBAS ISLANDS
Spend the day exploring the Anambas archipelago, known for
exceptional clarity of the turquoise waters and the flourishing
marine life. Lagoons are dotted with picturesque islands and
atolls and there are many opportunities to swim, dive, snorkel and
explore by Xplorer tender vessels.
ARRIVE SINGAPORE
Arrive in Singapore at 7:00am. Farewell your Master, crew and
fellow guests with disembarkation at 8:00am.
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CAMP LEAKEY, TANJUNG PUTTING NATIONAL PARK
Venture through the Nipah waterway and the Sekonyer River by
local klotok boat before disembarking at Camp Leakey orangutan
sanctuary and research facility. Wander through the forest to
see orangutans in their natural habitat. Hear from the expert
conservationists at Camp Leakey to understand the culture and
behaviours of the orangutans, as well as glimpse behind the
scenes to learn about the conservation efforts and challenges.
KARIMATA ISLANDS
Mostly uninhabited and within a Marine Reserve, the Karimata
Islands are home to Melayu and Bugis people who live in a handful
of small coastal villages. Far from civilisation, we take time to
explore these pristine islands, walk the white-sand beaches and
snorkel or dive over coral reefs, soaking up the tranquillity of these
picturesque islands.
PONTIANAK
The riverside city of Pontianak is one of Indonesia’s most cultural
cities. Here, we will visit the Equator Monument and many
significant sites such as the Pontianak State Museum, Kayak
Traditional House, Kadriah Palace, Jami Mosque and Cathedral St.
Yoseph Pontianak. Spend time wandering the waterfront markets
where traders ply their wares from simple stalls or from sampans
floating in the canals.
KUCHING / BAKO NATIONAL PARK
The picturesque city of Kuching straddles the Sarawak River.
In this region of Borneo, we will visit a traditional village of the
indigenous Dayak people, ancient headhunters. Be welcomed to
the longhouse, the massive structure that is the heart and main
building of the village, and learn about the customs, culture and
unique art and craft of these remarkable people.

54
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Explore the lush rainforest and mangrove forests of Bako National
Park. On nature walks into the jungle, we may spot wildlife such
as proboscis monkeys, which are found only on the island of
Borneo, as well as macaque and silver leaf monkeys. The park is
also inhabited by many bird species such as kingfishers and the
Rhinoceros Hornbill.

IMAGES 1 Orangutan at Camp Leakey, Tanjung Puting | 2 & 5 Banjarmasin floating market | 3 Borneo rainforest | 4 White sand on Anambas island 6 Traditional dance of
the Dayak people
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Discover

1

6

THE EXPEDITION EXPERIENCE

S

A Taste of Traditional Cuisine
On these expeditions, experiencing a taste of the fragrant
local cuisine, with spices and flavours unique to the East
Indies. Featuring locally sourced
produce wherever possible,
6
the fresh and authentic flavours of the Indonesian menu
selection can be sampled as an option at most evening
meals, while one grand dinner is an Indonesian Feast, with an
array of delectable dishes from across the archipelago.
6

TRIP LOG: ISLANDS OF INDONESIA JANUARY 2020

2
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”We were treated to spectacular scenery as we made our way up the
narrow, fjord-like Kalibahi Bay at the west of Alor Island. The steep
forest-clad slopes were bathed in sunrise colours as we came into the
Kalabahi Pier. Alongside our guides, we walked through the Kadaland
Markets where we mingled with the friendly residents. We learned of
cultural history and saw ancient bronze drums and ikat textiles on
display at the museum before venturing deeper into this high, volcanic
island. Agriculture was flourishing on the volcanic soils and everything
looked healthy. The road took us across to an adjacent coast, where
we stretched our legs walking uphill to Latafui Village. Here we were
ceremoniously invited to enter by the ikat-clad residents who performed
Lego Lego and Cakalele, respectively a celebratory and a war dance.
Here we saw the most ancient pattern of village architecture in this
archipelago, with elevated timber and thatch houses built on three levels
surrounding a central altar of stonework.”

Snorkelling & Scuba Diving
The opportunity to snorkel and scuba dive over spectacular
coral gardens, and come face to face with brightly coloured
tropical fish is one of the highlights you might enjoy on your
voyages through the Indonesian islands.
Beginners can enjoy guided snorkelling tours or introductory
and resort-style dives, while more challenging dives are
available to entice experienced divers. Our Dive Instructor
accompanies you every step of the way.
Scuba diving is subject to medical clearance and certification.
See our website for requirements.
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READ MORE ONLINE >
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We explore remote locations that are hard to reach or not
often touched by tourists, with shore excursions providing
environmental and cultural appreciation. Our small group
sizes ensure your experience is personal, with minimal impact
on the communities and environments we visit.
Enjoy excursions or activities each day, guided by expert
Expedition Leaders and Lecturers who provide commentary
on culture, history, and the region’s unique geology, plants
and wildlife to help you connect with these special places.
On board our Australian-flagged expedition ships, discover
a personalised, relaxed style of cruising. With a maximum of
120 guests, there is no need for queues or assigned seating.
Instead, an intimate, convivial atmosphere shared with likeminded travellers makes you feel at home.
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Our Australian and New Zealand crew share their passion for
our destinations and the explorer’s life. Join our engine room
tours, watch our chefs at work in the open galley, and chat with
our Captain or Officers on the bridge – they will be delighted to
have your company.
Our chefs, inspired by destination flavours, prepare cuisine
from fresh regional produce. Our wine cellars hold a curated
selection of wines and unique beers from Australia and New
Zealand.
Our guests love to mingle over drinks as the sun sets, enjoy
daily educational presentations by our lecturers, participate in
stargazing sessions after dark, or simply find a quiet corner on
deck and enjoy the solitude.

INCLUSIONS
> Daily excursions and sightseeing
> Snorkelling & equipment (Scuba diving at additional cost)
> Use of Xplorer, Zodiacs and kayaks
> Daily lectures and briefings
> All meals, chef-prepared on board
> Selected wines, beers, and spirits, juices, and soft drinks
served with lunch and dinner service
> Coffee and selection of teas
> All entrance fees to National Parks and Ports
> Tips and gratuities

IMAGES 1 Our guests dancing with locals at Sungsang Village | 2 Locally inspired cuisine onboard
| 3 & 4 Our guests exploring Padar Island | 5 Scuba Diving with our onboard Dive Instructor | 6
Snorkelling from the Xplorer | 7 In the bridge with our Master | 8 Boarding the Xplorer from the beach
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CORAL GEOGRAPHER
1

2

Coral Geographer is the sister ship of Coral Adventurer.
Launched in March 2021 and purpose-built to take you
closer to unspoilt vistas in comfort, style and safety, Coral
Geographer accommodates 120 guests in 60 spacious
staterooms, and all Explorer Deck and Bridge Deck
staterooms and suites offer private balconies.
With over 1000 sq m of open deck space including a wraparound promenade deck with panoramic views, Coral
Geographer features spacious and vibrant living spaces
inspired by the company’s Australian ethos and the wideopen spaces the ship visits. Multiple indoor and outdoor bars,
including our Xplorer bar on the sundeck, a well-equipped
gym, and a passenger elevator creates an environment
designed for guest comfort.
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Coral Geographer is purpose-built for comfortable ocean
voyages and for exploring remote areas inaccessible to larger
cruise ships. The ship’s lightweight dual Xplorer expedition
tenders extend the capabilities of the ship by allowing
deeper exploration on shore excursions and an easy, step-on
embarkation from the ship’s main deck. Coral Geographer
also features advanced technologies and environmentallyresponsible design, including anchor-free technology and
efficient water and waste recycling systems.
4

As an Australian flagged and crewed vessel, you can expect
the highest standard of service, environmental responsibility
and the intimate and personal experience of small-ship
cruising on Coral Geographer.

5

Features
• 2 Xplorer tenders, 6 Zodiacs • Navigator Lounge in Bridge
• Single seat dining with wine table • Three cocktail bars • Wellequipped gym • Passenger elevator • Anchor-free technology

Stateroom Categories
Bridge Deck Balcony Suites
Explorer Deck Balcony Staterooms
Promenade Deck Staterooms
Coral Deck Staterooms

6
• 37.5sqm • Private Balcony
• 21.4sqm • Private Balcony
• 17sqm • Picture Window
• 17sqm • Porthole Window

VIEW DECK PLAN >
IMAGES 1 Explorer Deck Stateroom | 2 Bridge Deck Suite Bathroom
3 Bridge Deck lounge | 4 Gym | 5 Suite balcony, Coral Geographer | 6 Peaceful
relaxation on the deck.
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IMAGES Captured on our previous Sulawesi expeditions in 2020 | 1 Sogori locals welcome us ashore | 2 Komodo Dragon at Komodo Island | 3 Tinabo | 4 Ende, Crater Lakes

REQUEST AN EMAILED BROCHURE >

Contact us today or speak with your travel agent.
Online
Email
Free call (Australia)
Outside Australia

www.coralexpeditions.com
explore@coralexpeditions.com
1800 079 545
+61 7 4040 9999

Head office PO Box 2093 Cairns 4870 QLD Australia
ABN 51 010 809 417
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